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ES / EO. DDR           6th April, 1967

Alfred Knaus
IZD Stuttgart

Dear Alfred,

Your letter of 13th march has just emerged from a pile of papers remaining from the box which 
greeted me on my return from Austria  —  it was stuck to the back of something else, so I had not 
found it before. Sorry. Thanks for the news of the favourable move in the German branch regarding 
East-West cooperation.

As you know, FDJ took the friendly step of writing to me to propose a workcamp this year and 
suggesting a date. That date was unsuitable, and I telephoned to try to fix it on the way to Austria, 
which FDJ agreed but then cancelled by telegram. Then I wrote, but have not yet had any answer 
concerning suitable dates. A further complication is that the ICM will be in Nice, and East Berlin is not 
on the way to Nice (as would have been the case with Oslo).

I also have to go to Holland and Norway, so think I shall have to make a second trip in May  —  the 
end of May   which would take in East Berlin. It really cannot be left any later than that! I suppose I 
shall have to telephone again. So please write and tell me by return of post whether there are any dates 
at the end of May which do not suit you.  Regarding your status during the visit, I do not want to 
complicate matters by writing to FDJ that you are (or want to be) considered as a full representative of 
SCI with a different status to that held by Lutz the last two years, Would it disappoint you very much 
if we left the point until we reached Berlin, and raise it after fixing the details of this year's camp(s) ?

Jo Motycka  Still no letter.

Amitiés,

   Janet Goodricke

cc ICE, IS, Lutz Caspers


